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Abstract. Traditional point of interest (POI) recommendation algorithms ignore the semantic context of com-
ment information. Integrating convolutional neural networks into recommendation systems has become one of 
the hotspots in art POI recommendation research area. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a new 
art POI recommendation model based on improved VGG-16. Based on the original VGG-16, the improved 
VGG-16 method optimizes the fully connection layer and uses transfer learning to share the weight parameters 
of each layer in VGG-16 pre-training model for subsequent training. The new model fuses the review informa-
tion and user check-in information to improve the performance of POI recommendation. Experiments on real 
check-in data sets show that the proposed model has better recommendation performance than other advanced 
points of interest recommendation methods.
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1   Introduction

One obvious advance in social networking applications in recent years has been the introduction of spatial tech-
nology [1], which has facilitated the flourishing of location-based social networks (LBSN) such as Foursquare, 
Twinkle and Geolife. In LBSN, locations based on spatial technology are also called point-of-interest (POI), such 
as restaurants, shops and museums [2, 3]. However, the interest point recommendation faces many problems, 
such as sparse matrix, low recommendation accuracy and low model performance. Selecting the appropriate 
context information and recommendation method is an important to improve the recommendation accuracy and 
better mining user preferences [4]. In LBSN, point of interest recommendation integrates multiple context in-
formation. Liu et al. [5] proposed a SocialMF algorithm to decompose the fusion matrix of social relations and 
integrate the trust transmission mechanism, thus alleviating the problem of cold start. Zhao et al. [6] incorporated 
L1 regularization into the loss function of ListMLE algorithm, alleviating the sparse problem of sorted lists. 
Zhang et al. [7] explored the list-level sorting learning algorithm based on Group, divided labels with high and 
low relevance into groups and combined with unsupervised learning to generate more accurate labels. Zhang et 
al. [8] explored user check-in distribution in Gaussian modeling and optimized Poisson matrix decomposition 
process by using BPR. Yin et al. [9] used Gaussian kernel density estimation to calculate the influence of users' 
geographical factors on the recommendation of interest points.

In recent years, some researchers have integrated ranking learning into the recommendation process. 
Sequencing learning is to use machine learning methods to sort items or points of interest and output a list of 
points of interest that conform to user preferences [10-12]. According to the different forms of training data, it can 
be divided into point-level sorting learning, pair level sorting learning and list-level sorting learning [13]. Yin et 
al. [14] used point-ranking learning method to mine implicit feature matrix based on user implicit feedback. Wang 
et al. [15] defined the loss function on the set of item pairs and learned the ordering model considering the partial 
order relationship between items that users tend to prefer. Fang et al. [16] used the list-level method (ListNet) 
to process the feature matrix and compare the differences in sorting performance. Yin et al. [17] applied list-
level ranking to restaurant recommendation and used the ranking model to learn the results generated by the base 
model [18] to provide a query and recommendation scheme for vertical search. To solve the above problems, this 
paper proposes a new art POI recommendation model based on improved VGG-16.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 detailed introduces the proposed art POI recommendation 
method. Section 3 gives the experiments and analysis. There is a conclusion in section 4.
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2   Proposed Art POI Recommendation Algorithm

The presented model in this section is shown in Fig. 1. The dotted border on the left represents the check-in 
preprocessing component. The dotted border on the right represents the comment information feature learning 
component. Input ),~,~( xiu  triples, in here, ],,,[~

21 muuuu =  denotes user set. ],,,[~
21 niiii =  denotes 

a collection point of interest. ],,,[ 21 nxxxx =  denotes the comments information collection. In particular, 

initialization parameters of user u~  and POI i~  are learned by SDAE. It gets the optimized user check-in feature 

2/Lu  and interest point check-in feature 2/Li . Potential feature vectors are obtained by improving CNN network 

to learn the comment information. Then, the feature of POI v  is obtained by integrating the check-in feature 2/Li  
and the potential feature z  of POI, so the score of POI is predicted. The learning process for each component of 
the model is described in detail below.

Pooling layer

Convolution layer

Embedded layer

Improved VGG-16

Fig. 1. Proposed POI system

2.1   Improved VGG-16 Network

VGGNet explores the relationship between the recognition performance and the depth of the network model on 
the basis of AlexNet [19]. In the process of exploration, it is found that smaller convolution kernel and deeper 
network can significantly improve the classification accuracy of the model, resulting in a significant decrease 
in the error recognition rate. VGGNet uses a 3×3 convolution kernel and deepens the layers of the model. The 
field of two 3×3 convolution kernels stacked together is equivalent to that of a 5×5 convolution kernel. The 
field of three 3×3 convolution kernels stacked together is equivalent to a 7×7 convolution kernel. Using a 3×3 
convolution kernel in the same field can reduce the number of parameters. At the same time, a deeper network 
means that there will be more nonlinear transformations, and the learning ability of the network will be stronger 
and more features can be learned. VGGNet also adopts the multi-scale training method to increase the amount of 
data during training, preventing over-fitting and improving accuracy [13]. Based on the uniqueness of VGGNet 
network structure and its excellent performance in public data sets, VGG-16 network is selected as the feature 
extraction network to solve the recommendation of POI. The network structure is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Network of VGG-16

An improved VGG-16 model is designed to meet the requirements of accuracy and computational efficiency 
of POI recommendation. At the same time, the accuracy of the model is guaranteed and the computational cost 
of the model is reduced. The recommendation model of POI constructed in this paper still uses the convolution 
layer of the standard VGG-16 network structure. Sixteen convolution layers are separated by five pooling layers, 
and the input data can be extracted from the calculation of sixteen convolution layers and five pooling layers. 
The last full connection layer of the model simulates the logical cognitive process of the brain, and classifies 
the features extracted from the convolutional pooling layer to obtain the recognition tags [20]. Because the 
layers and parameters of VGG-16 model are designed for 1000 classification categories, the number of weight 
parameters is 65×106, and most of the parameters are distributed on the fully connected layer. The problem to be 
solved in this paper is the classification and recognition of the four states, which does not need so many weight 
parameters to participate in the calculation. Therefore, an improved method is proposed to replace the original 
three fully connection layers with two fully connection layers to design 4096 neurons in the first fully connected 
layer. The number of neurons in the second fully connection layer, namely the output layer, is four, which reduces 
the number and complexity of model parameters to improve model recognition accuracy and computational 
efficiency.

The designed model is shown in Fig. 3. All convolution computations use a convolution kernel with a size of 
3×3, and the convolution step size is fixed as 1. All pooling operations use a maximum pooling of 2×2, and the 
pooling step size is fixed as 2. A fully connection layer is removed so that convolutional neural network can save 
a lot of computation and memory. Relu function is used as the activation function of learning features, which can 
make the acquired features more obvious and achieve better classification and recognition effect.

Fig. 3. Improved VGG-16

2.2   Comment Information Feature Learning Component

Convolutional layer: the set of comment information of any interest point is expressed as },,,{ 21 ni wwwx = . 

The word vector model is used to map each word iw  in ix  to the corresponding word vector 1×∈′ p
i Rw  accord-

ing to the order of occurrence. ix  is converted to the word vector matrix lpRD ×∈ , which is invariant in word 
order.

][ 110 −′′′= nwwwD  . (1)

Where, D and p  represent the embedded dimension of the word iw . iw′  represents the word vector of the 
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words at point i  in ix . l  is the length of ix . Assuming that the size of the convolution window is wd, the 
context feature D(:,i:(i+wd−1)) is obtained by convolving the j-th shared weight                   with the content D of the 

ix  through the convolution window. Namely,

                                                                                        .                                          (2)

Where, * represents the convolution operation. j
cb  represents the bias term, and f  represents the activation 

function. The feature vector                             is obtained after multiple convolution, which is expressed as:

                                                                                 .                                                 (3)

Pooling layer: Extracting the largest feature vector from the context feature vector represents the potential fea-
ture of the interest point. The contextual feature of the comment information ix  of a point of interest is expressed 

as jd , i.e.,

                                                                                                .                                  (4)

Output layer: Feature vectors extracted from the pooling layer are mapped to vector spaces of different dimen-
sions for different tasks. Here, feature vector jd  is mapped to dk  dimensional vector space for the recommenda-
tion task in this paper.

                                                                                                .                                  (5)

Where dkRz∈ , cnf
f RW ×∈
1

, fk
f

dRW ×∈
2

 are mapping matrices. f
f Rb ∈
1

, dk
f Rb ∈
2

 are offset vec-

tors. Finally, the context features of comment information ix  of POI are extracted. Therefore, in the improved 
CNN for context features of  learning POI, the objective function is expressed as:

                                                                                                       .                           (6)

2.3   Sign-in Information Preprocessing Component

Given input uS  and vS  represent user preference feature and interest point feature respectively. The preference 

feature of each user is expressed as T
niii

u
i fffs ],,,[ ,2,1, = , and the feature of each interest point is expressed 

as T
imii

v
i fffs ],,,[ ,,2,1 = . The denoising auto-encoder randomly destroys uS  and vS  to obtain uS~  and vS~

. After the destruction, the preference feature of each user and the feature of each interest point are expressed as 

respectively: T
niii

u
i fffs ]~,,~,~[~

,2,1, = , T
imii

v
i fffs ]~,,~,~[~

,,2,1 = . The specific process can be expressed as:
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Where us~  and vs~  denote the destroyed us  and vs . uŝ  and vŝ  denote the constructed us  and vs . uh  and 

vh  represent potential representations of the input. W and V represent the weight matrix. b  is the offset vector. 

)(⋅g  and )(⋅f  represent activation functions. As shown in Fig. 1, multiple hidden layers of the stack denoising 
auto-encoder can be represented as:

)( 1 llll bhWgh += − . (8)

Where 0h  is the destruction input, }1,,2,1{ −∈ Ll  . For inputs us~  and vs~ , the output of L-th layer is:
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The front L/2 layer acts as the encoder and the back L/2 layer acts as the decoder. Therefore, the loss function 
of reconstructed data is:

                                                                                               
.
                                 

(10)

Where, lW  and lV  represent the weight matrix. lb  is the offset vector. Uλ  and Vλ  denote the regularization 
parameters. Therefore, the final objective function of the proposed model is:

                                                                                                                      

 .          (11)
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2.4   Parameter Learning

For the update of parameter hu  and jv , this paper uses the stochastic gradient descent method to learn the 

parameter. ),( VUℜ  represents the objective function. Assume that variables independent of hu  and jv  are 
constant. The update rule is:
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Where η  is the learning rate, and the gradient update result is:

                                                                                                       
                 
                                                                                                       .                        

(13)

                                                                                                              

                                                                                                              .                 

(14)

By learning the potential feature representation of users and interest points, the potential feature representation 
and preference prediction of interest points are:

)),(()()(ˆ
2/,

i
Li

T
ui

T
uiu sxWcnnuvuR +=≈  . (15)

The learning process of the proposed model is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1. Proposed POI recommendation

Input: ix , uS , vS , uS~ , vS~ , T, B

Output: ℜ
(1) For Tt <  do

(2) A comment matrix ix  of interest points is randomly selected from the comments of POI for training, and 

the training batch size is 0β . The size of each batch is B. Calculating the cnnℜ  loss during training.

(3) If Tt >  or cnnℜ  is enough small
(4) End
(5) For Tt <  do

(6) The user-interest point pair )~,~( v
i

u
i ss  of an interest point is randomly selected from the interest point score 

for training, and the training batch size is 1β . The size of each batch is B. Calculating the ℜ ui loss during 
training.

(7) If Tt >  or ℜ ui is enough small.
(8) End
(9) Calculating the final loss value ℜ  = ℜ cnn = ℜ ui.
(10) Return ℜ .

2.5   Complexity Analysis

When updating the potential feature vector of the convolutional weight learning text, the complexity of the 
convolutional neural network is )( plNnO c . Where N represents the number of comment information of POI. 

p  represents the embedded dimension. l  indicates the length of a comment message for a POI. cn  represents 
the number of learned context features. The complexity of the encoder updating users and points of interest is 

)2( 1kO η . Where, η  is the size of vocabulary, 1k  is the potential dimension of output. The complexity of update 

weights and deviations is )( 11 knkmO ηη + . Thus, the total complexity is )2( 111 kplNnknkmO c ηηη +++
.

3   Experiments and Analysis

This paper uses two public Foursquare datasets to verify the validity of the proposed model. The Foursquare 
dataset is a tally of check-ins in Los Angeles (LA) and New York (NYC), United States, as shown in Table 1. For 
sign-in (comment), the method in reference [21] is adopted to preprocess text information.

Table 1. Data set collection
Data set LA NYC

User number 30208 47240
POI number 142798 203765

Number of check-ins (comments) 244861 388954
User-location matrix density 5.68×10-5 4.04×10-5
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3.1   Evaluation Index

In this paper, accuracy rate and recall rate are used as evaluation indexes for location recommendation to evaluate 
the performance of the recommendation algorithm, represented by P@k and RC@k, respectively. For a user u , 
dl represents the number of observed points of interest. vl represents the number of POI that have been accessed, 
P@k and RC@k are defined as:

                                                     P@k = dl/k  .                                              (16)

                                                    RC@k = dl/vl  .                                                   (17)

Where, the performance of the model under different parameters is evaluated for several times. In the experi-
ment, P@1, P@5 and P010, as well as RC@1, RC@5, and RC@10, are selected as evaluation indicators.

3.2   Experimental Design

In this paper, three different strategies are used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
    (1) Comparison with mainstream advanced algorithms. This paper compares with four advanced mainstream 
point of interest recommendation algorithms to verify the efficiency of the algorithm.

(2) Pre-processing test for potential features. The effectiveness of the proposed initialization method is verified 
by preprocessing the potential features of matrix interaction during matrix decomposition.

(3) Test the number of SDAE layers. Similar to reference [21], the influence of SDAE layers on model perfor-
mance is verified.

Firstly, four points of interest recommendation algorithms are selected for comparison.
(1) IRenMF: Reference [22] proposed to use the geographical neighborhood relationship of two levels to con-

duct modeling of geographic location information. It assumed that the geographical neighborhood interest point 
of check-in was more suitable for recommending to users.

(2) ASMF: Reference [23] proposed a two-stage framework to recommend points of interest based on users’ 
social information according to the category of friends (social friends, location friends and neighbor friends).

(3) LCARS: Reference [24] built a point of interest recommendation system based on the LDA topic model by 
utilizing users’ check-in data and comment text information.

(4) CDL: A hierarchical Bayesian model was proposed in reference [25], which extracted the effective depth 
feature representation of content and captured the similarity and implicit relationship between objects and users. 
In this paper, the user check-in behavior is modeled based on this method.

Secondly, four classical initialization methods are compared with the proposed initialization method.
(1) Random initialization: Reference [18] proposed that the settings should be randomly based on users.
(2) Zero initialization: Reference [18] suggested that the initial value was set to zero.
(3) K-means initialization: Reference [22] proposed an initialization method based on k-means.
(4) Normalized-CUT initialization (NCUT): Reference [26] proposed a method based on NCUT for initializa-

tion.
Finally, the influence of different layers on the model recommendation performance in this paper is verified.

3.3   Parameter Setting

For different model parameters, they are set as:
In IRenMF: K=100, α =0.4, 015.021 == λλ , 13 =λ , NN=10, clusters=50;

In ASMF: K=100, α =0.4, λu = λv = 0.01, 1.0=qλ , 4.0=ς , 4.0== εγ ;

In LCARS: K=100, α = α´ = 50/K =, β = β´ = 0.01, 5.0=′= γγ ;

In the CDL with two layers: 1.0=hλ , 1=jλ , 0001.0=j
wλ , 100=j

nλ ;
The setting of SDAE is same to the proposed method.
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For the proposed model in this paper, SDAE takes a 30% noise wipe. The discard rate is 0.1 to achieve adap-
tive regularization and prevent overfitting. The number of hidden units K is 1000, and the number of interme-
diate layers is 200. The potential factors number is 200|||||| === kjh vvu . The learning rate is 0.2. λh= 0.01, 

1.0=jλ , 0001.0=j
wλ , 5=j

nλ  can achieve good performance.

3.4   Result Analysis

The performance comparison between the proposed model in this paper and the existing mainstream advanced 
algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The comparison with different methods on the LA and NYC data sets

(1) IRenMF: This method is greatly affected by missed data as shown in algorithm 1. The matrix density of 
user interest points in the two data sets in this paper is relatively low. Therefore, IRenMF shows the worst recom-
mended performance relative to the other four methods as shown in Fig. 4.

(2) LCARS: This method is still affected by data sparsity. At the same time, when the data is too sparse, the 
LDA model cannot effectively learn the potential features of interest points. Compared with social information 
and geographic information, comment text information has the least impact on the performance of POI recom-
mendation. As shown in Fig. 4, the LCARS method has the 3rd highest recommended performance compared to 
the other four methods.

(3) ASME: ASMF is not as good as IRenMF model as shown in Fig. 4. Compared with the other four methods, 
the ASMF method shows the fourth highest recommended performance. Because the ASMF focuses on using so-
cial information.

(4) CDL: CDL can produce better recommendation results than the above models. However, the influence of 
word order on the potential features of the comment text is not considered when learning the potential features of 
the comment text. As a result, the CDL model finally shows the second best recommendation result.

(5) Proposed method: As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed model performs the best in the recommendation per-
formance based on two data sets. Proposed model fully considers the influence of word order and context infor-
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mation on the representation of potential features when learning potential features of comment information, and 
overcomes the problems that LDA model is difficult to define prior distribution before modeling, and topic pro-
portion cannot effectively represent the potential features of projects when comment information is very scarce. 
At the same time, when the proposed model conducts matrix decomposition to realize the user-point of interest 
feature interaction, the initial value of the feature is selected based on the improved neural network method, 
which avoids falling into the local optimal solution during optimization. Therefore, the proposed model ultimate-
ly shows the best recommendation effect.

In order to verify the validity of the proposed auto-encoder initialization, the proposed initialization method 
is compared with several classical initialization methods, including random initialization, zero initialization, 
K-means initialization and normalized cutting initialization. The comparison methods is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of five initialization methods

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the pre-processing method of denoising encoder for the initialization model pro-
posed in this paper is superior to other initialization methods and effectively avoids the local optimal problem 
caused by initial values in the process of matrix decomposition. The main reasons are as follows: 1) The model 
proposed in this paper uses the original users and feature vectors of interest points to learn the features of users 
and interest points, which is equivalent to the global minimization of the learning model; 2) The initialization 
vector of learning can better reflect the original similarity relationship between users and interest points.

In order to study the change influence of the encoder layer number on the proposed model in this paper, exper-
iments with different levels are designed to verify the recommendation performance. Where, DA-1, DA-2, etc., 
represent the encoder layers, and the experimental results are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 shows the change of recall 
rate and accuracy rate with the change of the encoder layer number based on LA and NYC. As can be seen from 
Fig. 6, when the layer number is 1 and 2, both recall rate and accuracy rate are quite low. However, as the number 
of layers increases, recall rate and accuracy rate are improved to some extent. That is, when the feedback matrix 
is very sparse, the performance of POI recommendation depends on the quality of potential feature representation. 
When the layer number is 3, the recall rate and accuracy reach the best values, indicating that the proposed model 
can effectively improve the accuracy of recommendation by using SDAE as a preprocessing component. When 
the number of layers is 4, it appears fitting phenomenon, which reduces the recommendation performance of the 
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proposed model. Therefore, it is reasonable to set the number of layers to three in this article.
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of proposed model at different layers

4   Conclusions

This paper proposes a deep learning-based hybrid art POI recommendation algorithm. Deep autoencoders are 
used to learn the initial values of potential eigenvectors of users and points of interest during matrix decompo-
sition. The proposed model adopts the improved convolutional neural network model (VGG-16) to learn the 
contextual features of the comment information, so as to extract more accurate feature representation and realize 
the modeling of the comment information. For the modeling of interaction between users and art POI in matrix 
decomposition model, the denoising autoencoder is used to learn the best initial value of potential feature vectors 
of users and points of interest to effectively avoid falling into the local optimal solution in the process of matrix 
decomposition. Finally, the matrix decomposition technology is used to fuse the above two models to provide us-
ers with interest point recommendation service. In the future, the fusion of multiple context information based on 
deep learning framework will be a direction for practical engineering application.
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